
ACTION STEP:  

To Create a Smaller World…

 1. Decrease choices and provide what you know your child likes. 

 2.  Take an inventory of extra-curriculars (sports, clubs, church activities, lessons, 
etc.) and decide if they are costing your child emotionally. Is there raised 
anxiety related to these things…getting there, practicing, social struggles…
better yet is it causing a wedge in your relationship with your child. Now 
meet your child where he or she is at and bring the world in for them - Take 
a break, focus in on just one, etc. This is NOT a consequence. Most parents 
have reported seeing relief, decreased hard behaviors, and increased positive 
connection with parent.  

To make sure your child doesn’t lose you…

 1.  Use sensory based ways to keep the connection. Put your pillow case on your 
child’s pillow before laundering it. Send something to school with your child 
that is yours. Connect every day with a phone call or video chat. Send lunches 
packed by you.

STRATEGY AREA #3 :  C R E AT E  S U C C E S S
Strategy Area 3 is all about creating positive and healthy successes within (or with the help of) the 
Caregiving System – think of it as the opposite of Trauma. These successes are a healing force as 
they fuel forward movement in basic developmental stages and they create the opportunity for 
our children to experience their worth, their lovability. 

As human beings one of our core emotional needs is to feel valued. Think about that in your 
own life; at work, in your larger family, with your friends and as a parent – feeling valued is a key 
element in the equation when we measure personal happiness, hope for our future and our ability 
to reach for the endless opportunities at hand. 

Trauma has robbed many of our children of the belief that they are worthy of good things in life or 
relationships. As we work to be build our action plan to help our child get to happy and healthy it 
is important we focus on creating a world that is the size our child can be successful in.

In Strategy Area #3 your action plan now has to include:

 1.  Creating a world that is the size in which YOUR child can be successful as much of the 
time as possible

 2.  Using intentional tools and strategies to help your child “keep you alive” in  
his every moment

This is now the lens you must look through when being the best Parent you can be to YOUR CHILD. 
Creating a world in which your child can be as successful as possible as much of the time as possible. 
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